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Abstract

Rationale for Developing Graphical User
We are developing isotopic analysis Interfaces

software in the Safeguards Technology Program
that advances usability in two complimentary The two primary reasons for pursuing graphical
directions. The first direction is towards user interface (GUI) development for Safeguards

Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs) for very easy NDA applications are customer demand and
to use applications. The secQnd is toward a ease of use.
minimal user interface, but with additional
features for unattended or fully automatic Some users have specifically requested a
applications. GUI by asking for a more 'Mac-like' interface. In

the next couple of years, our user base will be
We are developing a GUI-based spectral using computers with executives and

viewing engine that is currently running in the applications that are predominantly GUI-based.
, MS-Windows environment. We intend to use Separate from the current and furore demand are

this core application to provide the common user the needs for systems that require less training
interface for our data analysis, and subsequently and less systems literacy from its operators.
data acquisition and instrument control
applications.

ie E_ _e _t_0w

We are also investigating sets of cases _ _E,0,.o,, ='__

where the MGA1 methodology produces ::!i:.ii?i i ....... ii ....__ .....
:.ii:i;ii.:.i.:.!.i.i iii:i.?: : i;[;.::.:.: :.:. .i.. : i. : :i ...

reduced accuracy results, incorrect errors, or III_._...._,....:.Si,,,_--:"_:"._...,_-., ............ . ,
incorrect results. We try to determine the root _,_._._.__ii__:_._.>_:_._._:::l:___:_::_._._>_:_.:::_i:_:::!_-:_,_:::._:_._:
cause for the problem and extend the _-'_:._._.:_!_i_i_......._%._ee_#._._#_.:..:_....:..:.._.._e_...:._......e.::._._...:_:_._

methodology or replace portions of the [ii!i!_{iii_!i!......... i i ii i!_!i_-ii:;i_;ii:i:i:,
ili iii',iiii: ; !!i!i:!i!

i'i'i'.':'i:'_'i':i/i'i':ii?:'iiiSi::::.:_(=:,:.)i:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
!:.i_i_::::_:::::::_::::::_._!_i_ii.:i!_ii'%_!+".:!._i;.:::::_>::_:.:<3_i:_:i::!i:?i:ii:::i:i:?ii::>i!:ii::i:iii.:,:i:.::>::.!::::_:i!.:i

_ii_i_ii_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_iiiii®iiiiii®iii!iiii_iii_iiiiii_iiiiii_iiii_iiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiii
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methodology so that MGA will function over a
" wider domain of analysis without requiring

intervention and analysis by a spectroscopist.
: This effort is necessary for applications where

such intervention is inconvenient or impractical.
Figure 1 SpecView Spectral Display
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These toolkits are not amenable to generating
SpecView is a viewing application. It complex graphically intensive applications. The

also provides a foundation for the more complex purpose of SpecView is to provide a software
aspects of a GUI for analysis applications, 'engine' with the special capabilities useful to
instrument control, and data acquisition. It is spectroscopists. We plan to use the toolkits to
intended to provide this core functionality in the generate the remainder of the user interface
two most likely environments for future NDA portion of the applications.
applications: Microsoft Windows under MS-
DOS and OSF Motif under Unix. We can purchase software that will

provide some of the GUI-based capabilities we
The benefits of a GUI are not without require in data acquisition and data analysis.

cost. GUI development is more expensive than These applications typically do not conveniently '
conventional interface software. First of all it can interoperate with our analysis applications,
involve complex time-dependent interactions accept data via a variety of vendor formats; and
between elements of the application, much like work with a variety of data acquisition
an instrument monitoring and control system, hardware.
Secondly, it requires a separate design and
prototyping phase to assure the usability of the The systems we intend will have the
interface. Simply implementing a GUI for an same style user interface independent of whether
application would be an expensive exercise if it the application performs data acquisition,
did not make the application easier to use. instrument control, data analysis or quality
Interface design or the development of a assurance; or which data acquisition, process
prototype interface that will stimulate generation monitoring and control, or computing equipment
of the proper requirements for the interface is a is being used.
prudent, almost necessary, step to assure
positive user reception of the application. So, SpecView is really the basis for ,

providing a GUI for our analysis applications:
MGA, GRPANL, and GAMANAL. It is also the

_o_,0,0,, E basis for the interface for new isotopic
_,, zoo,,_o,,e,,_., instruments and instrument upgrades.1'11732

, :. .... :.:, :_:, . _ . : :..,: ,

:7 _.: .,,:i:::'., ::: , ..% {: SpecView 1.0 provides basic multi-file,multiwindow viewing and mechanisms for
_L___:_v_i: _:_"-_.(. i"_i - i manipulating the display. SpecView 2.0 will92 9.,11 94 _ _ $/ _ 115 I0_ I01 IOZ 103 104 105 l_ tll 108 105

,,_' _"_°_ ,'_, provide: flexible printing functions, file format
........_v.``...=._............_`..:_:_:...`.:.:_..`:_._..``_._:_`::..:_:_:_:...:.::.::_:_:::``_:.::,.:*._:..:.:.:_*_:..::.::..._:..._:_.:_:...._...:`_:_.:_._.:_::.`_._::.:`...:_`_:..:_._:,.`:``_:.::.::_..`:_._``:¢::`_.:.:.`````_::_.:.:`.:._::_recognition (no suffix restrictions), enhanced

_" _" _" _,,o,, __ user interface with a toolbar and other features
L...:!..........! ............. ............_i:..............i_i..:::.......ii_ .....ii_...... dictated by user feedback. We also intend

-....<._.:..__._--..::::.<.....¢.....:,_,._:._:,.-.,-._.: .: .. spectral manipulation functions such as peak -
........i.:di_:" :.;4:..........77!.L.I.i:.............:.i:.:.............: .::::'_---_>>,""i....." detect, background subtraction, spectral addition

.... =,,__.o. and subtraction, spectral scaling, graphic :
Figure 2. SpecView Spectral Detail Display overlays, header edits, and region of interest

definition and navigating.
There are toolkits and other software for

generating GUI-based applications. These
toolkits are designed to build "dialog box and
pull-down" based applications. These are the
GUI replacements for text forms and menus.



_"S_ ,101E,o,.o,_',,_,_, _ Enhancements to the collection and pre-CalculatedbyLLNL'sMC,Apc(PCversion9.014.Sep92)onSunJu10419;34:371993

_,a. ,,o,e,0,.oar_**: ,,,.4_. 0_.d_:,x To_,ts:,_7609_ analysis aspects of isotopic analysis include
_,_, _e_,,,_t_a,,:,_,,,_ _'_":"_"_ detecting and correcting instrumentation setup

Pug/cm2_ 1.1952 CAgk:m2: 013258 F_HHMat 122koV• 541eV

QF,T=t.,_,,,oF,r:,.00_ at,oskow6_v and counting errors like gain and zero
_o,o_,_.._^, adjustments, or an inappropriate preset counttlel_l_ _ _. 14easurement0ate Declaration0_te _edll¢Power

,,_,_o E, E, ,_,t _t, _,t _, (_,_._) time. We would also look for problems inPU2_ 0.00130_ 02] 0.9 0.1017:) 0.8_ 0,10173 0,Bt 0.57740
_239 I.O00000 0.4 0.0 71.87331 0.14 /7.81331 0.14 1.50Z02
_,40 0_._,_0.,0._ ,,_4_ 0.4, ,_,_,00.,, .,,_, counting conditions like too much absorber or
Pu241 0.018279 02 0.4 1.42348 036 1.42348 0.3b 0.04B5ir pl_42 (,rWAt_Oa,,_o.,59 oo)o.,,_qoo) 0.0oo7_ no Pu in sam e.
bzn241 0.0_,i8 0.1 0.4 I .qf_tJ3 0.34 1._93 0.34 224_3

_. . : ErrorInRatio Total: 5.T87#-0 23'g

,_,,, _,._o.,._,,,,0.,,_ Unattended operation also requires moreAm;?.4t separatedabout17,9ll #-0.;)11yearsago.

, _2,0_,,o_,,.2,.3,,.0.s_ robust analysis. The methodology can be
Figure 3. Report from Windows MGA Program improved by performing more global operations,

such as background determination and peak
The first application to use the SpecView searching, to detect and quantify interferences.

engine is MGA. This application is being These interferences should be accounted for in

demonstrated in this session. The SpecView the fit region, rather than stripped awa
demonstration application is available in this

session for evaluation to all interested parties at These enhancements come under the category of
the meeting, reducing and bounding the assumptions made by

the analysis code in the hopes that we can reduce
_-.-._--.----d_,_,,,_,++._,,,_.,+,i_ i_._ instances where the _malysis is not performed

correctly because of assumptions made about the

• ,0"-I ,..,_, .._ _ _ characteristics of the data or sample.

c _._j..,ov...._ _ _.: ... ,:_,_ ;,.j .. _:_:'::
o ,04F---.: - : . : : _ We are also looking at increasing the

'_ ,o_4 / .......... .- ..., : :.'- diagnostics available a.fter each analysis step to

,0_]...-/ ..-'.. "-'"" .: .... --.,....._. . maximize useful information for the analyst
,o,l / ......... ...." . ..-......_ performing a post-mortem analysis.
_0_1_'__"....... __..................... ,....................... . ...........

_3 94 9_ 9_, 9t 9u 99 _oo _ot _oe ton to4 lo_ perfO_.,..................................................... We are also rming what can bes

,t o__"c' ";"',:"_.?,:.,../y:;:'i,,_?"-.':.-.,7.7:'..;',:..:.,._. called forensic analysis on MGA. Examples of_ -. ".-'. situations where MGA does not perform
e -? t-t satisfactorily are being analyzed within the MGA_,'| 94 tJ5 t/fi tj? 911 tJ9 lO0 lot lO_ 10,3 104 105

Enorgy(keV] source code to determine why the analysis failed
and how that specific situation can be avoided.Figure 4. Display ot" 100KeV Region Fit Envelopes in

WindowsMGAApplication This has been pursued partially within the efforts
of our Plutonium Inventory Reduction. This

• process has already yielded several

Unattended Operation improvements in our production version of
MGA.

i

We are applying and extending the
intelligent collection and intelligent analysis We are also considering extending the
aspects of our Intelligent Actinide Analysis methodology to look into different energy
System 3 to several future applications. These regions than MGA currently considers or
include portable systems, and systems requiring performing an an',dysis when there is no useful
unattended operation, information in the 1OOKeV region.
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